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Privacy
is needed
everywhere

Fortunately,
we’re easy

to find

But that’s why we exist - we’re obsessed with bringing privacy to the masses. 
We’ve served Fortune 500 companies, schools and universities, municipal

customers, hospitals, startups, and everyone in between for the last 13 years.
And we do it all proudly from our state-of-the-art Texas headquarters.

CORPORATE EDUCATION HEALTHCARE

We live in a distracted world

government



Rooms
Make space within your space
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For when you need to divide and conquer

framewall
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How a Framewall with slats brought
privacy and life into a cafeFurniture Solutions Plus

case study
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Pivot
A lot of privacy for a little footprint
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Turn down the volume, with style

TEMPO
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Parallel
The most flexible way to divide your desk
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For when you need flexible sound control

FLOX
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How we partnered with JKaiser Workspaces
to improve the acoustics in a busy call center
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geico Call Center
case study



Tie privacy to any workstation

Hitch
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shift
Modern shelving where privacy meets storage



Glide
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Sliding privacy, concealed magic



For when you need to let some light in

Web
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Divide without sacrificing sightlines
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Split



A hassle free escape from the chaos

Hide
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Handcrafted in Texas.
www.loftwall.com

Start a projectSee our site


